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1.   Introduction 

     1.1           It is established that there is electrical activity of the brain and the 

cognitive faculties of the brain are regulated by electrical charges. Information 

or input acquired when stored becomes knowledge. Actual participation or 

involvement in an activity is stored as knowledge acquired by experience. 

Such experiential knowledge is acutely stored in the memory system of the 

brain. Memory of an event or incident which a person has experienced can be 

triggered by seeing or hearing something which is associated with that event. 

At the moment of that millisecond of recognition, a recordable electrical 

activity takes place. Each time the mind recognizes something that is being 

seen or heard, simultaneously the brain gives a maching response by waves of 

certain intensity.The electrical responses of the brain are involuntary and 

automatic. When a memory response is triggered by recall of past event or 

incident embedded in the experiential knowledge, the person may speak it out 

or express it in some way if he so chooses to do, or he may decide not to 

disclose it, in order to avoid undesirable consequences. Thus, the perpetrator 

of murder on suddenly seeing a photograph of the person whom he killed will 

have his memory triggered in form of a brain wave of certain recordable 

frequency, duration and voltage, but, he will, ordinarily, not speak about it to 

anyone and no one will know that he recognized that photograph.The same 

person when subjected to the process of brain electrical activation 

fingerprinting during investigation and probed in a scientific way will again 

recognize the photograph of the person killed by him, in the context of his 

involvement and the EEG would at that very moment record the cognitive 

information-processing activity in the brain (manifested by a P300 wave 

discovered in 1960's, which was probably the most thoroughly researched 



event related brain potential), betraying the recognition of the photograph, 

though, if asked, the person may flatly deny having seen or known that person. 

Here lies the evidentiary value of the relevant fact - whether the person probed 

had known the person killed? When he puts up a flat denial in his expressive 

statement, the fact that his recorded brain waves i.e. the event markers showed 

recognition would indicate that the person is lying and though he knew the 

victim, he was denying having seen or known the victim. Likewise, in the 

assortment of the objects displayed on the computer screen during his probe, if 

he is suddenly confronted with the weapon which was familiar to him and 

used by him while committing the crime, his brain will recognize that weapon 

and that spark of the triggered memory will again be recorded in form of the 

measurable typical brain wave, the P300 event marker, which will betray his 

knowledge about the weapon being the same, which he may, if asked, 

consciously deny.  

     1.2           The brain fingerprinting process is therefore projected to be a tool 

for collecting the evidence about the fact whether the person probed knows 

about the salient facts associated with the crime of which he has experiential 

knowledge stored in his memory. The process of subjecting the suspect to 

brain fingerprinting may reveal that he had no knowledge of the event or 

incident and an accurate probe may even establish his non-participation in the 

crime.The success of test would depend on how scientifically the probes are 

designed and the readiness of the concerned person to subject himself to the 

test.(Probes are accurate salient details of the crime scene not known to the 

accused). 

  

2.   Memory and its Variations 

     2.1           Memory is one of the activities of the human mind, much studied 

by cognitive psychology. It is the capacity to retain an impression of past 

experience. The main stages in the formation and retrieval of memory, from an 

information processing perspective are, encoding, storage and retrieval. Based 

on duration, nature and retrieval of perceived items, memory is classified as 

sensory memory, short- term memory and long-term memory. Once 

information is stored, it can be retrieved in a period of time, which may range 

from days to years in case of long-term memory and a few seconds to minutes 

in case of short-term memory. It is thought that short-term memory is 

supported by transient charges in neuronal communication, whereas long-term 

memories are maintained by more stable and permanent charges in neural 

communication that are dependent on protein synthesis. Long- term memory 

can further be classified as declarative (explicit) and procedural (implicit). 

Explicit memory needs conscious recall when it is required, while implicit 

memory is not based on the conscious recall of information stored in our brain, 

but on the habituation e.g. memory resulting from learning motor driving. 



Episodic and autobiographical memory is the explicit memory of the 

environment or context surrounding the event of learning something and it 

includes time, place, and associated emotions. Semantic memory is the 

memory of facts and concepts where the knowledge is independent of the 

specific environment or context. In semantic memory general world 

knowledge not tied to specific events is stored while episodic memory 

involves the storage of context-specific information about personal 

experiences. The ability to recall episodic information concerning a memory 

has been termed source monitoring, and is subject to distortion that may lead 

to source amnesia (Lakhan Shaheen Emmanuel, "Neuropsychological 

Generation of Source Amnesia : A Review of an Episodic Memory Disorder 

of the Frontal Brain", Cogprints- University of Southampton.3103). Over a 

period of time, episodic memories are refined into semantic memories and 

most of the episodic information about particular events is generalized and 

some memory of the specific event is lost when the contextual details of the 

event are lost. Moreover, amnesia most often affects episodic memory. 

Proponents of the theory of false memory syndrome suggest that it is possible 

for a person to create false memories, often as the result of other stresses in 

their life, such as, anger or peer pressure. A false memory is a memory of an 

event that did not actually occur or is a distort of an actual experience which 

can be caused by repeatedly thinking about and visualizing such event or 

experience 

     2.2           Experimental studies of human memory have clearly 

demonstrated its limited capacity to store information, its reconstructive nature 

and its deterioration over a period of time. It is also well established that the 

recall of information from memory is influenced by the strategies used to gain 

access to that information (See "An empirical test of the Mnemonic 

Components of the cognitive interview", article by Amina Memon, Orla 

Crovin, Richard Paves, University of Southampton and, Ray Bull, Portsmouth 

University). 

  

3.   Constitutional Issue 

     3.1           No person accused of any offence shall be compelled to be a 

witness against himself as per the protection granted by Article 20(3) of the 

Constitution. Therefore, a suspect of the crime cannot be compelled to disclose 

facts, which he can recall from his memory, likely to implicate him in a crime 

in which he was involved. A person accused of an offence, therefore, cannot 

be compelled to subject himself to EEG test for finding out whether the 

information relating to the offence is stored in his brain. When on seeing the 

object familiar to the offender, his brain emits a microvolt response of 

recognition, he may refrain from disclosing that fact under the constitutional 

guarantee. If he is agreeable to the knowledge of the crime being detected by 



subjecting him to the computer brain testing, he would rather give his version 

in response to an oral interrogation. Before subjecting a person accused of an 

offence to brain fingerprinting test, he should, therefore, be told in no 

uncertain terms that the information connected with the offence if it is stored 

in the memory of his brain will get detected and this would be done without 

his becoming aware of such information being extracted from his 

memory.Anything short of obtaining informed consent of the accused might 

raise a constitutional issue of violation of the fundamental rights guaranteed by 

Article 20(3) of the Constitution. 

  

4.   Evaluation of Scientific Evidence 

     4.1           The theory of proof beyond reasonable doubt before convicting a 

person accused of a crime takes within its sweep the reliable direct and 

circumstantial evidence which would conclusively establish the facts relevant 

to the criminal act. The direct evidence would consist of the disclosures by a 

person who has perceived the criminal act by his own senses e.g when he has 

witnessed the incident by physical presence. Direct evidence is considered to 

be more reliable for proving the relevant facts to which it relates. Then, there 

is circumstantial evidence by which the whole chain of events is to be 

established to conclusively point to the guilt of the accused. Opinions upon a 

point "of science, or as to identity of handwriting or finger-impressions", of 

persons specially skilled are relevant facts under Section 45 of the Indian 

Evidence Act and such persons are called experts. Any document purporting 

to be a report under the hand of a government scientific expert upon any 

matter or thing duly submitted to him for examination or analysis and report in 

course of any proceedings under the Code of Criminal Procedure, may be used 

as evidence in an inquiry, trial or other proceeding under the Code as laid 

down in Section 293 of the Code. This section applies, inter alia, to Director, 

Deputy Director or Assistant Director of a Central Forensic Science 

Laboratory or a State Forensic Science Laboratory, as provided by sub-section 

4(e) thereof. 

     4.2           "Generalist Judges" can deal with complex scientific matters only 

after they have been acquainted with the basic scientific or technical 

knowledge. The knowledge gained by repeated exposure to scientific matters 

will equip the trial judge to effectively discharge his "gatekeeping" role 

envisaged for the Judge to ensure that an expert's testimony is both reliable 

and relevant. The U.S. Supreme Court in Daubert v. Merrell Dow 

Pharmaceuticals Inc. 509 U.S.579, required judges to undertake independent 

legal fact-finding and reach judicial conclusions of evidentiary reliability and 

sufficiency based on the judgments and criticisms passed by the scientists 

through institutional mechanisms, such as peer review, created by the 

scientific community. The Court believed that the Judges possessed the 



capacity to undertake such review. In Daubert, the Court identified several 

factors that may bear on the determination of admissibility of scientific 

evidence. These include: (i) whether a theory or technique can be or has been 

tested; (ii) whether it has been subjected to peer review and publication; (iii) 

whether a technique has a high known or potential rate of error and whether 

there are standards controlling its operation; and (iv) whether the theory or 

technique enjoys general acceptance within a relevant scientific community. 

     4.3           The above list is neither definite nor exhaustive and some factors 

may be very pertinent than others depending on the nature of the issue, the 

expert's particular expertise, and the subject of his testimony. It has been 

observed that when different courts are presented with the same scientific 

methodology, the depth of their scrutiny varies considerably and gatekeeping 

factors are not applied uniformly; "and, not surprisingly, courts reach different 

and at times conflicting conclusions on admissibility [See "A Critical 

Examination of the Post Daubert Scientific Evidence Landscape", an article 

written by Dr. Jay P. Kesan, Ph.D.- First published in the Georgetown Law 

Journal, Vol. 85, No.5 (1996)]. 

     4.4           An expert witness is not a witness of fact. His evidence is really 

of an advisory character. The duty of an expert witness is to furnish the judge 

with the necessary scientific criteria for testing the accuracy of the conclusions 

so as to enable the judge to form his independent judgement by the application 

of such criteria to the facts proved by the evidence of the case. The scientific 

opinion-evidence, if intelligible, convincing and tested, becomes an important 

factor for consideration along with the other evidence of the case. The 

credibility of an expert witness depends on the strength of the reasons stated in 

support of his conclusions and the data and material furnished, which form the 

basis of his conclusions, (See, State of H.P. v. Jai Lal (1999)7SCC 280). The 

evidence of an expert is considered rather a weak type of evidence and the 

Courts do not generally consider it as offering "conclusive" proof and 

therefore, safe to rely upon the same without seeking independent and reliable 

corroboration, (See, S.Gopal Reddy v. State of A.P.(1996)4 SCC 596). 

     4.5           In the Scheme of the provisions of Section 45 of the Indian 

Evidence Act, 1872, it is the Court which has to form an opinion upon a point 

of science etc. for which purpose the opinion of the expert who is specially 

skilled in the field would be a relevant fact. The judge must, therefore, decide: 

(i) whether the witness is indeed expert in the field; (ii) whether the field is a 

genuine area of science; (iii) whether, given a positive answer to (i) and (ii), 

his particular depositions are credible. There would also be question of 

credentials of the expert witnesses. The most spectacular cases of lying 

detected, involved Chief of Serology at the West Virginia State Police Crime 

Laboratory, a pathologist for forty-two Texas counties, and an anthropologist 

"for hire" who is remembered for her bogus shoeprint and "Cinderella" 

testimony in a number of criminal cases, as noted by Richard H. Underwood, 



in his commentary: “Evaluating Scientific and Forensic Evidence" (See 

American Journal of Trial Advocacy, Summer 2000, 24 AMJTA 149). He has 

discussed how an anthropologist was available "for hire" by prosecutors who 

were shopping for an expert, and has observed: "Despite the fact that forensic 

scientists may join, then tout their memberships in a variety of professional 

organizations, many of which have adopted codes of ethics, there is virtually 

no risk of sanctions from professional organizations." 

  

5.   The Harrington Hype 

     5.1           The case that has put Brain Fingerprinting in the news is- Terry 

Harrington v. State of Iowa. A retired police officer Captain John Schweer 

was killed on July 22, 1977 while working as a security guard at a car 

dealership in Council Bluffs, Iowa. Harrington, who was seventeen at that 

time, was charged with Schweer's murder. At his trial, Harrington had testified 

that he had not been present at the crime scene. Harrington also presented alibi 

evidence and several witnesses placing him at a concert many miles away 

from the crime scene. He was convicted of first degree murder on August 4, 

1978 primarily on the testimony of a juvenile accomplice Kevin Huges, and 

awarded life sentence without possibility of parole. 

     5.2           In a post conviction proceeding (PCP), Harrington's lawyer had 

sought a new trial on the ground of newly discovered evidence, which 

included information that witnesses had recanted their testimony, that police 

had failed to disclose to the defense the evidence that there had been another 

suspect, and the testimony by Dr. Lawrence Farwell to the effect that 

Harrington, when tested by the brain fingerprinting technology, had no 

memories of the car theft or the slaying of the police captain, and that his brain 

would have contained relevant information if he had been guilty. The case and 

its brain fingerprinting aspect which allegedly exonerated Harrington, had 

received a wide national publicity. The key witness Huges who at the trial had 

claimed to have been riding with Harrington when they went to steal a car, 

recanted that testimony stating that he had incriminated Harrington to avoid 

being charged with the crime and obtain reward offered for information. The 

District Judge Timothy O'Grady rejected the motion for a new trial, stating 

that the new evidence was unlikely to change the outcome of the trial. 

     5.3           It may be significant to note that Dr. Lawrence Farwell presented 

a Brief of Amicus Curiae in support of the appellant Terry Harrington in the 

appeal filed in Supreme Court of Iowa from the said decision of Iowa District 

Court for Pottawattamie County (District Court case No.PCCV 073247). From 

the said Brief of Amicus Curiae filed by Dr. Lawrence Farwell, it appears that 

"Dr.Farwell administered his test on Harrington on April 18 and 25, 2000, 

submitted a report and supplemental report to the District Court and testified at 



the hearing in this matter." The Amicus Brief of Dr.Lawrence examined only 

the brain fingerprinting evidence and its impact on Harrington's request for a 

new trial. In the Statement of the Case at Item "C" while dealing with accuracy 

of the test, it was stated that, "Dr.Farwell does not claim a 100% accuracy for 

his test........ Instead, his analytical techniques, using statistical methods 

accepted in the relevant scientific community, produced high statistical 

confidence levels for each determination." It is mentioned in the Brief that: 

"The district court held that, as of the date of its ruling, the MERMER (i.e. 

Memory and Encoding Related Multifaceted Electroencephalographic 

Response) and Mathematical Model were not sufficiently established in the 

relevant scientific community to merit admission into evidence." The District 

Court's acceptance of the P300 as generally accepted and rejection of the 

MERMER and Mathematical Model as novel raise the question whether P300 

findings can stand alone without reference to Dr.Farwell's mathematical 

tools”. 

     5.4           Item "D" of the Amicus Curiae Brief of Dr.Farwell, records 

under the heading "The District Court Hearing on Harrington's Petition" that, 

"The District Court held an eight-hour hearing on the brain fingerprinting/ 

P300 evidence on November 14 - 15, 2000. The Court conditionally received 

Dr.Farwell's test report and supplemental test report on Harrington and heard 

testimony from Harrington's two witnesses, Dr.Farwell and Dr.Iacono". Under 

the heading "The District Court's Disposition of the P300 evidence", at Item 

"E" of the Brief, it is stated that, in the context of weight of P300 evidence of 

Dr.Farwell's specific probes, the District Court found that, three of the six 

crime scene probes were not helpful in determining whether Harrington was 

present at the crime scene: "across a street" "parked cars" and "straight ahead". 

The Court also found that the other crime scene probes required closure 

evaluation in view of their specificity: "weeds and grass", "drainage ditch" and 

"by trees". The Court discounted the weight to be given to even these latter 

crime scene probes and stated that: "Dr.Farwell conceded that if he cannot find 

specific details of the crime that are known only to the perpetrator and the 

investigators, then the "brain fingerprinting" technique is not applicable. 

Dr.Farwell acknowledged that if a suspect knows everything that we know or 

could discover about the crime, from some other means than from committing 

the crime, then we cannot apply brain fingerprinting." After considering 

Harrington's P300 test results, the District Court held that the findings relating 

to both the alibi and crime- scene probes, if presented at trial, would probably 

not have altered the verdict. 

     5.5           Under the heading "Summary of Argument", in the Amicus 

Curiae Brief of Dr.Farwell, it was argued that: "The District Court erred in its 

analysis of the crime-scene probes: The court should have inferred from the 

finding of "information absent" in regard to the crime-scene probes that 

Harrington had no memory of the crime-scene". Under the heading 

"Argument" in the Brief at Item II-entitled: "The P300 evidence is sufficiently 



reliable to merit admission into evidence", it was argued that: "The Court’s 

(i.e. District Court’s) validation of the P300 / brain fingerprinting effect is a 

finding of admissibility under I.R. Evid.702, even though the District Court 

did not cite the rule or formal statement using the words "admissible" or "not 

admissible". The district court made an elaborate examination of the trial 

record and of the other materials available to Harrington and held that 

Dr.Farwell had violated his own standards for the selection of the probes (See, 

foot note-4 of Item III D under the heading "Argument" of Dr.Farwell's Brief). 

Dr.Farwell argued in the Brief: "As a result, (a) failing to draw the necessary 

inferences from the "information absent" finding in relation to the crime -

scene probes, and (b) failing to evaluate seemingly bland probes in the 

contexts that made them compelling, the Court's finding that the crime-scene 

probes would not have affected the verdict is unsupported by substantial 

evidence and should be reversed........ the District Court erred when it assigned 

so little weight to the crime-scene probes, and its conclusion that the crime-

scene results would not have affected the verdict, is erroneous."  

     5.6           It is, thus, clear that far from approving the test report of 

Dr.Farwell on the brain fingerprinting test done on Harrington, the District 

Court, after considering Harrington's P300 test results, held that: "the findings 

relating to both the alibi and crime-scene probes, if presented at trial, would 

probably not have altered the verdict", as mentioned in the Statement of Case 

in the appellate Brief of Amicus Curiae of Dr.Lawrence Farwell in support of 

the appellant Harrington. Thus, the general impression generated by the 

projected publicity of the case that the brain fingerprinting technique on 

Harrington had received approval of the District Court, is not justified merely 

on the basis of the Court determining that P300 evidence was material, and 

that, P300 effect is well established. 

     5.7           The brain fingerprinting test on Harrington for which the Amicus 

Brief was filed by Dr.Farwell in the Iowa Supreme Court hardly received any 

attention in the decision of the Supreme Court of Iowa rendered on 26th 

February 2003 (No.122/01-0653). Except a brief reference in the foot-note-6, 

there is no significance worth the name attached to the efforts of Dr.Farwell 

and his test report of the brain fingerprinting of Harrington. The Supreme 

Court of Iowa reversed the decision of the District Court on the grounds 

entirely unconnected with the brain fingerprinting report of Dr.Farwell, 

holding that Harrington was entitled to relief on the basis of a due process 

violation and remanding the case on the ground that Harrington did not have 

"essential facts" of the police reports so as to allow the defence to wholly take 

advantage of that evidence. It was held that, because Harrington did not have 

the essential details contained in the withheld police reports, the evidence was 

suppressed. The conclusion of the Supreme Court was based on two important 

points revealed in the reports which were not supplied to Harrington during his 

trial:"(1) Gates' identification as the suspicious person seen in the area with a 

gun and a dog; and (2) Schweer's contact with Gates, which for the first time 



provided a concrete link between an alternative suspect and the victim". The 

Supreme Court held : "Under the circumstances presented by the record before 

us, we cannot be confident that the result of Harrington's murder trial would 

have been the same had the exculpatory information been made available to 

him We hold, therefore, that Harrington's due process right to a fair trial was 

violated by the State's failure to produce the police reports documenting their 

investigation of an alternative suspect in Schweer's murder ....... Accordingly, 

we reverse the trial court's contrary ruling and remand this matter for entry of 

an order vacating Harrington's conviction and granting him a new trial". 

     5.8           Iowa Code-Section 822.2, under which Harrington requested that 

his conviction be vacated, inter alia, provided that, any person who has been 

convicted of, or sentenced for, a public offence and who claims that: (1) the 

conviction or sentence was in violation of the Constitution of the United States 

or the Constitution or laws of the State of Iowa or there exists evidence of 

material facts, not previously presented and heard, that requires vacation of the 

conviction or sentence in the interest of justice, may institute, without paying a 

filing fee, a proceedings under that Chapter to secure relief. Harrington's claim 

under Section 822.2(1) was based on an alleged due process violation arising 

from the prosecution's failure to turn over eight police reports to the defence 

during the criminal trial. These police reports, in addition to recantation 

testimony and "novel computer - based brain testing, also served as a basis for 

Harrington's claim of newly discovered evidence under Section 822.2(4).The 

Supreme Court held: "Because we conclude the due process claim is 

dispositive of the present appeal, we do not reach the question of whether the 

trial Court erred in rejecting Harrington's request for a new trial on the basis of 

newly discovered evidence. Nonetheless, we briefly review the evidence 

introduced by the defendant at the PCR hearing with respect to various 

witnesses' recantation of their incriminating trial testimony, as it gives context 

to our later discussion of the materiality of the police reports. Because the 

scientific testing evidence is not necessary to a resolution of this appeal, we 

give it no further consideration." 

     5.9           Despite the above position, much hype has been given to the 

brain fingerprinting test of Harrington produced in the court, which is not at all 

justified from the manner in which the test report is viewed by the District 

Court. The decision of the District Court was reversed by the Supreme Court 

of Iowa, leaving no scope for relying upon even the observations of the 

District Court regarding the effectiveness of P300 being used in the context of 

the brain fingerprinting test of Harrington. The Supreme Court, despite an 

exhaustive Amicus Curiae Brief presented by Dr.Farwell, made mention of the 

testing evidence only in footnote (6) stating that, because the scientific testing 

evidence was not necessary to a resolution of the appeal, it gave no further 

consideration to it. That footnote (6) only describes "novel computer-based 

brain testing" on which reliance was sought to be placed by Harrington in the 

following words: "[6] This testing evidence was introduced through the 



testimony of Dr. Lawrence Farwell, who specializes in cognitive 

psychophysiology, Dr.Farwell measures certain patterns of brain activity (the 

P300 wave) to determine whether the person being tested recognizes or does 

not recognize offered information. This analysis basically "provide[s] 

information about what the person has stored in his brain." According to 

Dr.Farwell, his testing of Harrington established that Harrington's brain 

contained information consistent with his alibi." 

     5.10           There is, therefore, no warrant for using these Court decisions in 

Harrington case for propagating brain fingerprinting test either by the expert or 

by his followers. It is thus clear that the only case in which brain fingerprinting 

test report was produced in a Post Conviction Relief Action does not support 

any stand that the brain fingerprinting technique has been accepted by the 

Court. Before brain fingerprinting becomes established as a forensic tool, its 

accuracy surely needs to be assessed. Dr.Farwell claims that the system has 

had a perfect record in tests. Such claims are simply premature; the method 

has received very limited testing, and much of that, has been done under 

artificial laboratory conditions. "If its validity as a forensic tool is not 

independently established, we will soon face the kind of battles that now exist 

concerning the validity of genetic evidence or even polygraphs". [See, Feature 

Article "Bioethics & The Brain" by Kenneth R. Foster, Paul Root Wolpe & 

Arthur L. Caplan - Spectrum ieee Online.].  

  

6.   Efficacy as a Forensic Tool 

     6.1           Expert evidence in a criminal trial would be just a fraction of the 

totality of the evidence on the appreciation of which the judge or jury takes 

decision. The Court takes into account all the other evidence at hand along 

with the opinion of the scientific expert which is just one piece of evidence 

required to be taken into consideration and appreciated for its evidentiary 

value. Even after the validity of the technique of brain fingerprinting satisfies 

Daubert's criteria, its application as a forensic tool in individual cases will 

depend upon the authenticity of the probes and other factors. The test would 

not be applicable in a case in which two suspects in an investigation were both 

present at a crime, but one was a witness and the other a perpetrator. The 

technique can only detect information from their memory that would place 

both at the scene of the crime and it cannot determine what their roles were, 

thereby creating a distinct possibility of an innocent eye-witness becoming a 

suspect of the crime and giving a dubious opportunity to the real culprit to 

create a situation of doubt. Furthermore, the technique would not be definitive 

in a case in which investigators do not know sufficient information about a 

crime to be able to test a suspect for crime-relevant information stored in the 

brain. The brain fingerprinting test detects the presence or absence of 

information and not guilt or innocence per se. In some cases, a person may 



possess virtually all the available information about a crime, even though he is 

not a perpetrator. In such cases, possessing crime relevant information will not 

identify that individual as the perpetrator and the test cannot be applied to 

solve the case. 

     6.2           In Harrington's case, ordinarily he would have been fully 

acquainted with the information flowing from the case papers when he was 

subjected to the test. The Iowa Supreme Court noted that the evidence showed 

that the eight police reports "were not known to Harrington or his PCR 

attorneys until 1999 when a person who had become interested in Harrington's 

case asked the Council Bluffs Police Department for a copy of the complete 

file pertaining to Schweer's murder. The police reports were produced at that 

time and eventually given to Harrington's present counsel" Thus, by the time, 

Dr.Farwell administered his test on Harrington on April 18 - 25, 2000, 

Harrington would have already known about all the material information 

relating to the crime including the contents of eight reports which were not 

earlier supplied to him during his trial. The brain fingerprinting test reports 

were, therefore, of a person, who possessed virtually all the information about 

the crime. This aspect would have an impact on the evidentiary value of such 

reports. 

  

7.   Courts and Scientific Evidence 

     7.1           There is a line of thinking that it is too much for the judges to be 

able to appreciate scientific methodology and some sort of specialized set up 

to deal with the admissibility of scientific evidence should be set up to 

improve scientific adjudication. Introducing a separate set up specially for 

evaluating the testimony of scientific expert may carry with it the drawback of 

interference with the judicial process of decision-making. The Judges are 

experts, by virtue of their calling, in appreciating evidence including expert 

evidence. The authenticity of the expert evidence, its genuineness and 

relevance can be appreciated by the Court alone and the expert's opinion, 

which is subject to cross examination during the court proceedings, can be 

tested and appreciated by the Court for its evidentiary value without resort to 

any complex system of setting up different forums for dealing with the 

admissibility of scientific evidence. The judges, especially of the Higher 

Courts, are well equipped to train themselves by seeking proper assistance 

from the relevant material to be able to appreciate the methodology of any new 

scientific tools of investigation and evaluate the results in the context of the 

other evidence of the case. 

     7.2           Scientific evidence is an inescapable facet of modern litigation. 

The faulty analysis of scientific evidence would deprive litigants of 

intellectual due process from judges and undercut the proper functioning and 



credibility of the judicial system. Erica Beecher-Monas, Assistant Professor of 

Law, University of Arkanasas at Little Rock, in her article "The Heuristics of 

Intellectual Due Process: A Primer for Triers of Science,” has proposed a five-

step framework for a sound analysis of scientific evidence to meet the 

requirements of intellectual due process in making admissibility 

determinations. The heuristics proposed consists of five basic parts and 

emphasizes the underlying principles common to all fields of science. It is 

suggested by the author that the judges and the lawyers who assist them about 

their cases, must be able to do five things: (i) Identify and examine the 

proffered theory and hypothesis for their power to explain the data; (ii) 

Examine the data that supports (and undermines) the expert's theory; (iii) Use 

supportable assumptions to fill the inevitable gaps between data and theory; 

(iv) Examine the methodology; and (v) Engage in probabilistic assessment of 

the link between the data and the hypothesis. 

  

8.   Conclusion 

     8.1           The Courts have till now been ably coping up with the task of 

evaluating expert evidence. Just as other evidence requires application of mind 

and appreciation, the scientific evidence, if intelligibly put forth by the expert, 

should not pose any problem for the courts to decide the question of 

admissibility and evaluation of such evidence. The judicial process is, by its 

very nature, aimed at deciding the controversies that arise before the courts 

and a scientific expert can hardly be able to grasp the significance of the entire 

judicial process in the context of various laws and myriad disputes that 

continue to be effectively dealt with by the courts. All that is required is the 

eagerness on the part of the court to learn the nature of the scientific tool and 

understand the nature of scientific evidence adduced before it. If the scientific 

expert is able to intelligibly articulate the nature of evidence, there is no reason 

why the court should not be able to understand and appreciate it. The task of 

the Court is to industriously understand the scientific evidence and assess its 

value, without being affected by commercial publicity given to the scientific 

inventions patented for use of science as commerce. 

 


